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KS15 - Slate Holster Trousers
Collection:  Holster Pocket Collection
Range:  Workwear
Shell Fabric:  Kingsmill  Polycotton: 65% Polyester,  35%
Cotton
Outer Carton:  24

Product information
This rugged trouser is a fantastic addition to the Holster Pocket collection.
Constructed using our 300g Kingsmill fabric, the Slate Trouser offers extra
strength  and  abrasion  resistance.  Winning  features  include  tuck  away
holster pockets, knee pad pockets, hammer loop and low profile branding.
The  mobile  phone  pocket  is  lined  with  anti  shock  fabric  and  can
accommodate new smart phone dimensions.
Holster Pocket Collection
The Holster Pocket collection, developed with craftsmen in mind, consists
of  several  styles  showcasing  the  best  designs,  construction  and
performance  within  the  Portwest  workwear  collection.  A  selection  of
premium fabrics and advanced construction techniques have been used,
guaranteeing choice, comfort and ultimate wearer durability. The garments
have been tested to ensure they will  withstand the rigours of everyday
wear.

Workwear
Portwest workwear offers a range of designs and features suitable for many
end  uses.  Quality  fabrics  and  construction  techniques  are  used
guaranteeing  comfort  and  safety.  Tested  to  withstand  the  rigours  of
everyday  wear  each  garment  has  been  carefully  designed  and
manufactured to ensure optimum quality at the best price.

Features
Hard wearing durable twill fabric with excellent dye retention●

Anti-shock fabric for extra mobile phone protection●

13 pockets for ample storage●

Hammer loop for secure storage of work tools●

Double rule pocket●

Triple-stitched seams for extra durability●

Knee pad pockets to facilitate knee pads●

Half elasticated waist for a secure and comfortable fit●

Swing away tool pockets●

Two back pockets●

40+ UPF rated fabric to block 98% of UV rays●
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KS15 - Slate Holster Trousers
Commodity Code: 6203431100

Test House

Wash Care
          

Carton Dimensions/Weight

Item Colour Len Wid Hgt Weight(Kg) Cubic(m3) EAN13 GTIN/DUN14
KS15BKTM Black Tall 43.0 28.0 58.0 0.8020 0.0698 5036108208685 25036108695632
KS15BKTL Black Tall 43.0 28.0 58.0 0.8710 0.0698 5036108208678 25036108695625
KS15BKTXL Black Tall 43.0 28.0 58.0 0.8680 0.0698 5036108208708 25036108695656
KS15BKTXXL Black Tall 43.0 28.0 58.0 0.8840 0.0698 5036108208715 25036108695663


